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UniSport Lockdown League – Competition parameters  

The UniSport Lockdown League is designed to be a fun, engagement opportunity used to help 

build student interaction, grow friendly inter-university rivalry and create a nationwide 

community environment during the COVID-19 Pandemic. We encourage participants to be 

creative, have some fun and get their fellow club, team and classmates involved in supporting 

their universities to see who can create the most engaging videos and emerge league winners.  

 

Competition Platform   

The Lockdown League will be delivered through the UniSport Lockdown League Facebook 

Group. All other social media outlets will be used to promote the league and direct engagement 

to the Facebook group.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/unisportlockdownleague/ 

Participation and entry 

Participants can be current students, staff, club members or alumni.  

There is no restriction on the number of participants that can enter per university 

To engage with the league, participants must first join the UniSport Lockdown League 

Facebook group and select which university they are supporting via the pinned poll in the group.  

To enter the competitions participants must: 

• Submit their challenge videos in the ‘comments’ section of the weekly challenge video 

in the Facebook group and write the university name they are competing for in their 

comment 
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Challenge competition format and timeline 

1. 5pm (AEST) Thursday – UniSport post the weekly challenge in the Lockdown League 

group. This outlines the following –  

o What the challenge is 

o Rules of the challenge 

o Bonus point category and criteria 

o Prize on offer for the winning submission 

2. Participants can begin submitting entries and liking submitted entries as soon as the 

challenge is released 

3. 12am (Midnight AEST) the following Tuesday - Entries close, no more videos can be 

entered 

4. Wednesday 5pm (AEST) – Winning submission announced, winners of bonus points 

announced, and leader board updated and posted in the Facebook group 

 

Point score and prizes 

Winning a challenge   

To win a challenge, group members must ‘vote’ on submitted entries by ‘Liking’ the video that 

they feel is the best entry.  

The winning entry will be the submission that receives the most likes at the close of entry for 

that challenge.  

Points  

Per challenge the following points will be allocated to each University: 

• 1 point per video entered citing their university  

• 5 points for the winner of the “Best Performance” – Video that achieves the most 

likes 

• 3 points for the winner of the “Bonus Category” – Criteria for this category released 

with the challenge video 

Each challenge winner will receive a prize pack sent to them by post which will be provided by 

a UniSport partner. Prize packs will be outlined when the challenge video is posted.  

Dispute resolution  

There is no dispute process in the Lockdown League. UniSport has final say in any matter of 

dispute throughout the competition and any conclusion drawn by UniSport is final and cannot 

be contested.   
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Behaviour  

The competition is being delivered on a trust basis and that intentions of participants is to 

engage in a positive manner while representing their University. Participants are reminded that 

while the Lockdown League is a light-hearted online engagement opportunity, any behaviour 

deemed to be inappropriate or in breach of the UniSport Code of Behaviour will be dealt with 

accordingly. Any content that is posted in the group that is deemed to be in breach of this will 

be removed, and reported to the relevant university for their consideration and action.  

 

Social media policy 

We request that all posts to the Lockdown League Facebook group are in line with UniSport’s 

social media policy. 

By participating you are representing your university, so what you may post to your personal 

account may not be right for this.  Inappropriate content includes material that is in any way: 

discriminatory; harassing; libellous; proprietary; defamatory; abusive; threatening; or could in 

any way harm the reputation of your university, UniSport and our staff, partners, and member 

organisations.  As a guideline this would include postings that reference alcohol or drugs, 

illegal activity, nudity, racism, sexism, incidents that occur at social activities or disciplinary 

issues. Opinions of a political or religious nature and other business promotions should also 

not be posted. 

When in doubt, do not post.  The digital world is permanent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://1efed484-509f-4216-aa3e-5469351973be.filesusr.com/ugd/8e3023_fce011df26724794b6cd1cd01736840b.pdf

